
Last week, Equifax, Experian and TransUnion proactively joined together to support US
consumers faced with unexpected medical bills, announcing significant changes to medical
collection debt reporting. These joint measures - widely reported by publications like The
Wall Street Journal - will remove nearly 70% of medical collection debt tradelines from
consumer credit reports, a step taken after months of collaborative industry research.

We understand that two-thirds of medical debts are the result of a one-time or short-term
medical expense arising from an acute medical need. After two years of the COVID-19
pandemic and a detailed review of the prevalence of medical collection debt on credit
reports, we came together to make changes to help consumers focus on their personal
wellbeing and recovery while expanding access to credit.

Effective July 1, 2022, paid medical collection debt will no longer be included on consumer
credit reports. In addition, the time period before unpaid medical collection debt would
appear on a consumer's report will be increased from 6 months to one year, giving
consumers more time to work with insurance and/or healthcare providers to address their
debt before it is reported on their credit file. In the first half of 2023, Equifax, Experian and
TransUnion will also no longer include medical collection debt under at least $500 on credit
reports. This proactive response by Equifax and the Industry aligns with the stated goals of
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Washington policy makers. This action
supporting consumers was also broadly supported by our customers.

This isn’t the first joint action we and the industry have taken to support consumers. As an
industry we remain committed to helping drive fair and affordable access to credit for all
people. In January, we announced that we would extend the pandemic response service
offering free weekly credit reports to consumers through the end of 2022. Our $1.5B
EFXCloud investment is also enhancing our consumer processes to make it easier for
consumers to access their credit reports and process disputes. Our goal is to support
consumers as they make decisions - big and small - by making it easier to regularly track
their financial health.
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This is another positive step by Equifax and the Industry to support consumers and is
aligned with Equifax’s goal of being the Most Consumer Friendly CRA. These proactive
actions also align with our expanded commitment to Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) and are another way we are living Equifax’s Purpose: Helping people
live their financial best.

Please see our press release on changes to medical collection debt. Feel free to reach out
to Dorian, Sam or me with any questions. Thanks as always for your time and attention.
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